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matrix: path of neo lets the player explore and engage in combat with a vast variety of enemies, large and small. in
addition to the characters encountered in the movie, the game contains a dozen other playable characters. the list

includes such characters as agent smith, morpheus, and the oracle, as well as a number of computer-generated
opponents. the game allows players to move freely between three major environments: the matrix, the matrix police

station, and the merovingian's stronghold. in each of the three environments, players can engage in a variety of
combat and puzzle-solving situations with several of the characters from the movie. matrix: path of neo also offers a
tremendous variety of vehicle-based combat, allowing players to attack enemies from various angles. in addition to

standard cars, players can also operate a tank and a submarine. the game also allows players to use their characters'
abilities during navigation in a number of different vehicles. all vehicles feature their own unique handling,

characteristics, and capabilities. the matrix: path of neo offers the best graphics seen in a video game since the
movie was released. matrix: path of neo was developed on the unreal engine 3, and as a result, the game contains
some of the best graphics and effects seen in a pc game to date. matrix: path of neo's gameplay was designed to

immerse players in the matrix world. players can freely explore the locations seen in the movie, and the game
features a large variety of environmental interactions. players can use items found in the environment to solve

puzzles, and will have to battle a number of different enemy characters.
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